Some effects of pimozide on nondeprived rats licking sucrose solutions in an anhedonia paradigm.
The present work examines the generalizability of the anhedonia phenomenon (extinction-like responding with repeated neuroleptic treatment) by examining rats' licking behavior, a response heretofore untested, in the anhedonia paradigm. Nondeprived rats learned to lick a sucrose solution (32%) and were then tested for eight consecutive days in either a no-reward condition (N = 8) or two pimozide (PIM) with reward conditions (N = 8 at each of these two doses: 0.5 and 1.0 mg/kg). PIM treated animals did not exhibit rates or patterns of responding equivalent to animals in the extinction condition. Instead of an across session decline in rate, PIM treated animals showed a trend towards recovery on the rate measure. Within session patterns of responding of PIM treated animals more closely resembled animals in a normally rewarded condition responding at a generally lower rate, than animals in an extinction condition. The experimental procedure included the the use of home cage control animals, replication of the intermittent dosing procedure, and tests for transfer effects; all of these failed to produce patterns of responding typically obtained in the anhedonia paradigm when the response is lever pressing. Median lick duration and median interlick interval (ILI) were both lengthened with PIM treatment relative to injection control and extinction conditions, suggesting that pimozide treatment creates a motoric deficit. Taken together these results emphasize the importance of neuroleptics' motor vis a vis anhedonic effects.